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Abstract: 

Design techniques for artificial structures made of arrays embedded in multilayered media, such as artificial 
materials, metasurfaces, leaky-wave antennas, have recently enjoyed an increasing interest. Unfortunately the accurate 
and efficient prediction of their parameters (e.g., phase and leakage constants) is often a difficult task, as they cannot 
always be rigorously determined with common commercial software. Ad-hoc numerical approaches are needed to 
characterize the modal properties of all the wave species supported by these structures. 

A flexible formulation can be achieved through integral equation methods. Unfortunately, the required periodic 
potentials are expressed through slowly converging series and integrals, thus making impractical any direct numerical 
solution of the problem. A review of computational methods for various kinds of periodic multilayered potentials, 
developed by the authors at Sapienza University and at University of Houston, will be discussed. 

Furthermore, a specific method will be discussed, capable to analyze electrically large substrate integrated 
waveguides consisting of stacked parallel-plate waveguides hosting dielectric or metallic posts and coupling and/or 
radiating slots. A mode matching is enforced on posts, while slots are modeled through a method of moments. Substantial 
accelerations are proposed to minimize the computational effort. Simulated and measurement results will be presented 
covering filtering structures, antenna and near-field beam launchers. 
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